Chef Spotlight

“Chef Leo is not only an incredible talent but he and his wife Teresa are also inspirational entrepreneurs. They are an integral part of our community!”

Sandra Cervantes, Miniondas Magazine

Before becoming the chef and owner of Villa Roma Restaurant, Chef Leo Razo had shared his talents in some of Orange County’s favorite restaurants; Carmelo’s in Corona del Mar, Viva Italia in Laguna Beach and Sea Cliff Country Club in Huntington Beach. Razo enjoys delighting people with unique culinary adventures and has traveled extensively throughout Argentina and Italy to study their culture, food and history.

In the early 1900’s, Argentina had over 2 million Italian immigrants, most of them settling in the southeastern part of the country in a neighborhood called, “La Boca,” because of the similarities to their port town Genoa. Inspired by La Boca’s colorful houses and charming pedestrian streets, musicians and tango performers and some of the best food in the country, Leo and Teresa created Villa Roma in Laguna Hills to delight OC residents and tourists with the best of Argentine and Italian cuisine.

“I believe that one’s ability to problem solve is a big indicator of his/her ability to succeed in life. You have to work hard, and talent always helps. But a strong mathematical foundation can help you problem solve through all the obstacles in life. Teresa and I want all children to have a strong educational foundation and a chance to succeed. Showcasing the math that exists in culinary is a fun and innovative way to engage young and old learners alike. We couldn’t be happier to participate in the Taste of Math!”

Chef Leo Razo

Are you a Chef?

Come join other chefs in the most rewarding experience you will have all year!

Believe in education and love good food?

Donate  •  Volunteer  •  Attend

When: Friday, November 4, 2016 6:30-9:00pm
Where: The OC Fair & Event Center
Contact: Gabby Abutom at 949.345.8706 or gabutom@mindresearch.org
mindresearch.org/mathfair
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